The Future

(Video)

WILL / WON'T /
MIGHT (not)

IS / AM / ARE
GOING TO

PRESENT
CONTINUOUS

It will rain tomorrow

It's going to rain tomorrow

It's raining tomorrow

(I think) Mary and Jane will
visit us this weekend

Mary and Jane are going to
visit us this weekend

Mary and Jane are visiting
us this weekend

England will win the World
Cup

England are going to win
the World Cup

England are winning the
World Cup

When I get home I will feed
the dog

When I get home I'm going When I get home I'm feeding
to feed the dog
the dog

I will go the dentist.I've got
an appointment

I'm going to go to the
dentist. I've got an
appointment.

I'm going to the dentist. I've
got an appointment.

What will you do tomorrow?

What are you going to do
tomorrow?

What are you doing
tomorrow?

I'm sure I'll meet James

I'm going to meet James

I'm meeting James tonight

Do you need any money? I'll
give you £10

Do you need any money?
I'm going to give you £10

Do you need any money?
I'm giving you £10

OPINIÓN PERSONAL
PREDICCIÓN
'ARREBATO'
PEDIR / OFRECER /
RECHAZAR
CONDICIONAL (If / When...)

ALGO FIJO, PLANEADO ALGO FIJO O PLANEADO,
O MUY PROBABLE
EXPRESANDO EL
MOMENTO EN EL
FUTURO

“In the future most people (WORK) from home.”
“I (WORK) this Saturday.”
“When (LIVERPOOL PLAY) Manchester United?”
“When Sarah comes, she (BRING) a cake.
“The teacher (GIVE) us an exam tomorrow.” - 'Oh, don't worry! I'm sure you (PASS)'
The train to London (LEAVE) from platform 3 at 7:15pm.
“The phone's ringing. I (ANSWER) it”
“You (PROBABLY NOT HAVE) much time to finish the exam.”

The Future

(Audio)

Before you listen to the song, read the lyrics and try to guess the answer.

THE SCRIPT 'THE MAN WHO CAN'T BE MOVED'
And maybe I (GET) ___________________ famous as man who can't be moved,
And maybe you (MEAN) ___________ to but you (SEE) ________ me on the news,
And you (COME) _______________ running to the corner
'Cause you (KNOW) _______________ it's just for you
I'm the man who can't be moved....
'Cause if one day you wake up and find that you (MISS) _____________ me,
And your heart starts to wonder where on this earth I can be,
Thinking maybe you (COME) ________ back here to the place that we (MEET) ______
And you (SEE) ________ me waiting for you on the corner of the street.
So I (NOT MOVE) _____________ .

MEGHAN TRAINOR 'LIKE …..... (LOSE YOU)'
So I (LOVE) _______________ you like I (LOSE) _________________ you
And I (HOLD) _______________ you like I'm saying goodbye
Wherever we're standing I (TAKE) _______________ you for granted1
'Cause we (NEVER KNOW) _______________ when,
When we (RUN) _______________ out of time2
So I (LOVE) _______________ you like I (LOSE) _________________ you.... ( x 2 )
In the blink of an eye3 just a whisper of smoke
You could lose everything - the truth is you never know
So I (KISS) _______________ you longer baby any chance that I get
I (MAKE) _______________ the most4 of the minutes and love with no regrets...
1

Take (algo) for granted = Dar algo por hecho, No apreciarlo lo suficiente.

2

Run out of (algo) = Quedar sin algo, Se te acaba

3

In the blink of an eye = 'en el pestañeado de ojos'. Es decir, en un instante

4

Make the most of (algo) = Aprovechar

